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ABSTRACT

We present the rst dynamic hot-potato routing algorithm
that does not require any form of explicit ow control: a
node may inject a message into the network (n  n mesh)
whenever a link is free. In the worst case, a node may have
to wait an expected O(n) time before it has a free link. If
destinations are chosen uniformly at random, this algorithm
guarantees delivery in an expected O(n) time steps. Both
measures are optimal up to a constant factor.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A packet routing algorithm is dynamic if packets may be
continually injected into the network. Most dynamic routing algorithms rely on some kind of ow control to prevent
the network from becoming overloaded. For our purposes,
ow control is any kind of feed-back mechanism that inhibits
a node from injecting a packet into the network even when it
can. For example, a node might wait for an acknowledgment
before sending a packet, or it may simply wait for some duration between packets. Because ow control techniques are
conservative, they do not fully exploit the network capacity,
especially in the presence of load uctuations.
We present a new dynamic hot-potato routing algorithm for
the n  n mesh. A novel aspect of this algorithm is that
it uses no ow control: a node may send a message whenever a link is free. Moreover, a link will always be free in
an expected O(n) time steps, which is asymptotically optimal. This algorithm delivers packets in O(n) expected time
when destinations are chosen uniformly at random. Since
the distance to a randomly chosen destination is (n), this
complexity is also asymptotically optimal.
Our algorithm exploits techniques for randomized hot-potato
routing (\home-runs") rst described by Busch et al. [10].
That algorithm, like most prior hot-potato algorithms [12,
5, 17, 2, 7, 10, 9], is static : all packets are injected at time
zero, and the analysis examines the time needed to deliver
them. (Static algorithms, by de nition, need not be con-
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cerned with ow control.) Our new algorithm, like only a
few others [8, 11], is dynamic: nodes may inject packets into
the network repeatedly over a long duration. The new algorithm's principal contribution is how it supports dynamic
analysis without the need for ow control.
1.1 Hot-Potato Routing

In hot-potato (or de ection ) routing [3], the network nodes
have no bu ers to store packets in transit: any packet that
arrives at a node other than its destination must immediately be forwarded to an adjacent node. Hot-potato routing
algorithms can be realized easily in hardware, since there is
no need for bu ering or queuing. Moreover, hot-potato routing algorithms have been observed to work well in practice.
Hot-potato algorithms have been used in the HEP multiprocessor [24], the Connection Machine [15], the CalTech
Mosaic C [23], and in high-speed communication networks
[20]. Hot-potato routing algorithm are also well-suited for
use in optical switching networks [1, 14].
Our algorithm is greedy : whenever possible packets are sent
closer to their destination. Greedy algorithms are adaptive:
when loads are light, packets follow short paths. Non-greedy
algorithms typically impose detours that delay packets unnecessarily. Simulation results [20] show that greedy hotpotato routing is e ective; packets almost never move away
from their destinations.
Our algorithm is also local : Nodes are stateless, making
routing decisions exclusively on the basis of the packets received at that time step.
1.2 The Mesh Network
We consider the n  n rectangular

mesh network. Each
node (except at the edge) is connected to its neighbors by
four links, denoted up, down, left and right. Each node has
coordinates (x; y), where x is a column and y a row. The
lower-left corner has coordinates (0; 0) and the upper-right
corner (n 1; n 1). The distance between nodes (x ; y )
and (x ; y ) is the quantity
jx x j + jy y j:
0
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Nodes take steps synchronously: time is discrete and at each
time step, a node receives at most one packet on each incoming link, routes the packets, and sends at most one packet
on each outgoing link. The links are bidirectional. The distance between two nodes corresponds to the minimum time

needed to send a packet from one node to the other.
1.3 Packet Generation and Delivery

As noted, most earlier hot-potato algorithms consider only
one-shot (static) problems [12, 5, 17, 2, 7, 10, 9]. By contrast, our algorithm and analysis is dynamic, nodes may inject packets repeatedly over a long duration. (We are aware
of only two other dynamic hot-potato algorithms [8, 11].)
All the packets have random destination, distributed uniformly over the n nodes in the network. As the analysis
will show, when a packet is injected into the network, it
is delivered to its destination node in O(n) expected time,
which is optimal up to constant factors.
Each node has an associated application, a program that
periodically sends and receives packets. The application
communicates with the node, which is responsible for the
low-level network routines: routing arriving packets, injecting the application's outgoing on free links, and delivering
its incoming packets.
An application and its node communicate by a simple handshake protocol. When the application sends a packet, it
blocks while the node's bu er is full. When the application
asks to receive a packet, it blocks until the node delivers
one. We guarantee that the node will be able to inject a
new packet in O(n) time steps worst case (and four packets
per time step best case).
2

1.4 No Flow Control

The most unusual aspect of our algorithm is that it uses
no explicit ow control: A node can inject a packet into
the network any time a link is free. All known routing algorithms and real-world protocols use some sort of ow control
to make sure that the network does not become overloaded.
(Overloaded networks perform poorly). Typical ow control
methods include:
 Nodes must negotiate network bandwidth before they
are allowed to inject packets.
 Nodes must wait for a long deterministic/adversarial
[22, 6] or random [19, 16, 21, 25] duration between
injections.
 Nodes must await acknowledgments of previous packets before injecting new packets.
Current real-world ow control mechanisms use the rst and
third approach. An overview of the current state of the art
can be found in the books of Gouda [13] and Keshav [18].
For the mesh, algorithms with ow control restrict nodes
from injecting more than one packet per (n) time steps. A
node is not allowed to inject a packet whenever it has a free
link, and therefore there are many free links in the network.
As a consequence, algorithms with ow control do not fully
utilize the packet capacity of the network. At any time only
a small fraction of the network is lled with packets. Our
algorithm, on the other hand, utilizes the network capacity
to its maximum.

Routing without ow control proves to be especially useful
for situations where not all nodes generate packets at the
same rates. For example, consider the scenario where only
O(1) nodes want to inject packets into the network. In the
most eÆcient routing algorithms for the mesh with ow control [8], the injecting nodes have to wait (n) time between
two injections, which means that only a very poor fraction
of O(1=n ) of the network is utilized. Without ow control
the O(1) nodes can take full advantage of all their links.
An algorithm without ow control gracefully supports applications that change packet generation rates over time. The
packet injection rate at a node does not have to be negotiated with other nodes in the network but will adapt to the
present situation. For example, if all other nodes magically
stop injecting packets at the same time, a remaining node
u can start injecting packets at the maximum rate (up to
four packets per time step). If all other nodes again start
injecting packets, the node u is guaranteed to at least inject
one packet every O(n) expected time steps.
Hot-potato routing is the ideal routing paradigm for realizing routing without ow control. In traditional store-andforward routing algorithms, the nodes use queues to store
the packets in transit. In these networks ow control is
crucial, since without ow control queues would naturally
build up and the time for a packet delivery would go to innity. On the other hand, in hot-potato routing there are
no queues. At any time, there are at most as many packets
as links in the network.
Even though our algorithm is asymptotically optimal, we
can only guarantee rather large constant factors, and critics
might argue that algorithms with sophisticated ow control mechanisms will be more eÆcient after all. Note that
our constants are the result of various safe worst-case assumptions. New simulation results [4] show that greedy algorithms indeed have excellent performance with constant
factors that are at least as good as the best non-greedy (and
static) algorithms [12, 17]. Moreover, ow control obviously
introduces additional meta information packets. In the Internet community it is widely believed that meta packets
are a signi cant fraction of the total Internet traÆc. Having no ow control (and therefore no meta traÆc) therefore
improves the total throughput.
2

1.5 Outline

In Section 2, we present our new hot-potato routing algorithm. In Section 3, we give the analysis of our algorithm.
We show that packets are delivered to their destinations in
expected time O(n), if destinations are chosen at random.
In Section 4, we discuss the issues related to packet injection.
We show that even under heavy utilization of the network,
we can guarantee that with every O(n) expected time step
there will a free link at any node. Therefore, in the worst
case, a node can inject at least one packet every O(n)'th
time step. This is as good as the asymptotically optimum
solution (with ow control) by [8].
2. THE ALGORITHM

Every packet has a destination node chosen uniformly in
random over the n nodes of the network. In a node, a good
2
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Figure 1: The states and the home run path

for a packet is one that brings it closer to its destination,
and a bad link is one that does not.
Our algorithm is greedy: in a node, a packet always tries
to follow any good link. If a packet cannot advance to its
destination (because other advancing packets occupy all the
good links), the packet is forced to follow some bad link, in
which case we say that the packet is de ected.
When two or more packets are competing in the same node
for the same links we say that there is a con ict. In order to resolve con icts, our algorithm makes use of priorities : each node routes higher-priority packets before routing lower-priority packets. Con icts between packets of the
same priority are resolved in an arbitrary way.
To implement the priority scheme, the packets in our algorithm have states, where each state corresponds to a priority,
as shown in the top of Figure 1. A packet  can be in only
one of the sleeping, active, excited, or running states. A
packet changes its state during its lifetime; We assume that
the hardware at the nodes supports means to modify the
headers of passing packets.
link



Sleeping.

Initially, when the packet  is injected into
the network, it is in the sleeping state. In the sleeping
state, at any node, packet  simply tries to follow any
good link. At each step, the sleeping packet  attempts
to change its state, and it becomes an active packet
with probability q = (1=n), and otherwise, it remains
sleeping. After packet  leaves the sleeping state it
never reenters this state again.
In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that a
sleeping packet cannot be absorbed at its destination.
If a sleeping packet reaches its destination, it is sent
back into the network. (A packet is absorbed at its

destination when it is in a non-sleeping state.)
 Active. When packet  is in the active state, it simply
tries to follow any good link.
 Excited. Whenever an active packet is de ected, it
has a chance to increase its priority and become an excited packet. Let's assume that the active packet  got
de ected in the previous time step so that at the current time step it appears in a node v, one link further
away from its destination. In node v, the active packet
 changes its state with probability p = (1=n), and
it becomes excited, and otherwise it remains active.
When packet  becomes excited it will attempt to follow an one-bend path towards its destination which we
will call a home run (see Figure 1). The rst part of
the home run path is the row path towards the destination column, and the second part is the path in the
destination column towards the destination node.
 Running. Let's assume that the excited packet  successfully followed the rst link in the home run path,
so
that the current time step it appears in a0 node v0 , one
link closer to its destination. In node v , the packet
 changes its state (deterministically this time) and
it becomes running, and it will remain in the running
state for the rest of the home run path. We note that
a packet is in the excited state for at most one time
step.
Consider now an excited or running packet . If the packet
 becomes excited in the destination column then the home
run path consists only from the links towards the destination
node. At any time step, the preferred link of packet  is
always the link in the home run path. If in a node v, packet
 is unable to follow its preferred link, because of con icts
with other high priority packets, then at the same time step,
packet  loses its high priority and it becomes an active
packet, and is treated like that by node v. In this case we
say that packet  is interrupted.
There are only two nodes where the excited or running
packet  can be interrupted. The rst is at the beginning
of the home run path, at the node where the packet  becomes excited, and it can be interrupted by other excited or
running packets. The second is in the node of the destination column where the running packet  turns, and it can
be interrupted by other running packets with destinations
in the same column. (To simplify the algorithm, we specify that a running packet which is already traversing in the
destination column cannot be interrupted by other running
packets that try to turn in the same column.) Notice that
if packet  is interrupted in the destination column then it
has to be de ected.
3. TIME ANALYSIS

In this section, we show that when a packet is injected into
the network it is delivered to its destination in O(n) expected
time (which is optimal up to constant factors).
For the analysis, we need to de ne the good and bad conditions of the columns. At any time step, we say that a
column x of the network is in good condition if there are

less than 10n non-sleeping packets in the network that have
their destination in the column; else the column x is in bad
condition.
We will show that a packet reaches its destination in O(n)
expected time if its destination column is in good condition.
We will show that columns are almost always in good condition. The condition of a column is a random process which
is determined by the random destinations of the packets.
We will argue that in steady state (after long enough time),
when a packet is injected in the network at a random time
with high probability the packet faces good conditions. The
rare event in which a packet faces bad conditions when injected in the network, doesn't hurt the time analysis of our
algorithm, since we only argue about expected time bounds
for packets injected at random times.
In this section we proceed as follows. In Subsection 3.1,
we show that a packet  can be routed to its destination
in O(n) time, whenever the destination column of  is in
good condition. In Subsection 3.2, we give several basic
preliminaries for the subsequent subsections.
In Subsection 3.3 we show that any column remains in good
condition for a long time. In particular, we divide the time
in consecutive time periods, each of length 6n, and we examine the condition of a column (if it is good or not) at
the beginning of each time period. We show that if at the
beginning of a time period a column x is in a good condition
then at the beginning of the next time period, column x will
remain in good condition with extremely high probability
(at least (1 en )).
In Subsection 3.4, we show that if a column departs from
the good condition, then it returns back to good condition
in very short expected time. In particular, we show that if
a column x enters a bad condition then it will again reach a
good condition in at most 4n timen periods, with extremely
high probability (at least (1 en )).
Finally, in Subsection 3.5, we combine all the above results
and we show that any packet is delivered to its destination
in expected O(n) time (under any conditions).
In the analysis we will often make use of the following inequalities. For all n, t, such that n  1 and jtj  n,
1
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For all p, k, such that 0 < p < 1 and k  1,

k
1 p  1 kp
3.1 Time for one Packet

(1)
(2)

In this subsection we prove that any packet  is delivered
to its destination in O(n) time steps in the expected case
(Theorem 3.9), assuming that the destination column is in
good condition. (We will assume throughout this subsection that the destination column of  is in good condition.)
We would like to note that the methodology in the proofs
of this subsection is similar to the methodology in the proofs
of paper [10].
1

1

Let the probabilities of a packet becoming excited and active
be:
p := 1 and q := 1 :
16n
24n
Let t be the time when packet  becomes active, and let
time t be the time when it is absorbed. Let x be the destination column of packet . Let m (t) be the number of
non-sleeping packets with destination column x at time t.
Let m := maxt0 tt1 m (t). As we will show in Corollary
3.16, while column x is in a good condition, m < 12n with
high probability.
0

1

Lemma 3.1. The probability that a particular node contains no excited packet is at least p0 := (1 p)4 .

A packet becomes excited with probability p,
only if it was de ected in the preceding step. It will fail
to become excited with probability at least 1 p. Since
a node contains at most four packets, all four will fail to
become excited with probability at least (1 p) .
Proof.

4

Lemma 3.2. An excited packet  successfully follows its
preferred link and enters the running state with probability
at least (1 p)4n .

Let's assume that the excited packet  is in node
to follow its preferred link.
Our priority assignment guarantees that the excited packet
 can be interrupted only by other excited or running packets.
By Lemma 3.1, the probability0 that node v has no excited
packet at time t is at least p . Therefore, with at least
this probability packet  will not be interrupted by another
excited packet.
We assume (WLOG) that packet's  preferred link is in the
left direction. A con icting running packet must rst have
become excited at some node (x + d; y) and time t d, for
it to be in the running state at node (x; y) at time t, for
1  d  n x 1. By Lemma 3.1,0 the probability that no
packet became
excited in a node v = (x + d; y) at time t d
is at least p0 . Since there are at most n 1 nodes like v0 , the
probability that no packet became
excited at any of these
nodes and times, is at least p0 n . Therefore, with at least
this probability there will be no con icting running packet
at node v at time t, and packet  will not be interrupted by
such packets.
In total, the probability that the excited packet  is not
interrupted
in node v by other excited or running packets is
at least p0  p0 n = (1 p) n :
Proof.

v = (x; y ) at time t and wishes

1

1

4

Note that the probability that a packet becomes running
after being excited is independent from m .
Lemma 3.3. A running packet  manages to turn into its
destination column with probability at least (1 p)m .

Proof.

According to the algorithm, the running packet

 can be interrupted by other running packets only at node
where it turns to its destination column. Let v = (x; y)
be the node where the running packet  turns at time t.
We will compute the probability that packet  will not be
interrupted by any other running packet at node v and time
t.

Let  be a running packet with destination in column x.
Let's assume that packet  con icts with  in node v at time
t. In order for packet  to be in a running state at time t
it must have become de ected at some time t d 1, and
then became excited at time t d, and traversed d links to
collide with , all without being de ected. After the packet
 becomes excited, both packets are in \phase": they are at
the same time steps at same distance from node v, and then
they meet in v at time t.
The key observation is that there is at most one de ection
of  that could bring both packets in phase. If  failed to
become excited after the de ection that could bring it in
phase with , then  will never catch up with  in time to
interrupt  in node v and time t. Packet  has one chance
to become excited, with probability p, after that de ection.
Thus, packet  fails to become excited, and is not in phase
with , with probability 1 p. Therefore, with probability
at least 1 p, packet  will not interrupt .
Because  is already in its destination column, there are at
most m 1 other potential con icting packets, like , which
have their destinations in column x. Each such packet will
not con ict with  with probability at least 1 p. Therefore,
with probability at least (1 p)m , packet  will not be
interrupted when it turns.
Lemma 3.4. An excited packet  will be running successfully to its destination with probability at least (1 p)4n+m .

When a packet becomes excited and then attempts to follow the home run path towards its destination
it can only be interrupted in two nodes. The rst node is
the node where the packet becomes excited and the second
node is the node where the packet turns to its destination
column. By multiplying the respective probabilities from
Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, the result follows.
Proof.

Each time the active packet  is de ected,  gets excited
with probability p. Therefore the probability for successfully
running to its destination after a de ection is at least p 
1=2e.
Lemma 3.6. If an active packet  is de ected d times,
then it will reach its destination in at most t := 2d + 2n 2
steps. By symmetry, if a packet is active for t time steps, it
has been de ected at least d := t=2 n + 1 times.

Initially, the distance from  to its destination
is no more than 2n 2. Each time  is de ected, the distance increases, and each time it follows a good link, it decreases.
Proof.

Theorem 3.7. If m < 12n, a non-sleeping packet  is
delivered to its destination within 65en time steps with probability at least 1 e 1 .

In the 65en time steps, any of the de ections in
the rst 65en 2n  64en time steps could excite packet 
so that it could possibly become running and then reach its
destination within the 65en time steps.
By Lemma 3.6, in the 64en time steps, packet  must have
been de ected at least 64en=2 n + 1  32en times. By
Lemma 3.5, each of these de ections fails to excite packet 
so that it reaches its destination, with probability at most
1 p=2e. Since de ections of the same packet are independent, and by Eqn. 1, all the d de ections fail in the same
way with probability at most
 en
 en 

= 1 321en
e :
1 2pe
Subsequently, the non-sleeping packet  fails to reach its
destination in 65en time steps with probability at most e ,
and thus, it reaches its destination with probability at least
1 e .
Proof.

32

32

1

1

1

Theorem 3.8. If m < 12n, the expected delivery time
for a non-sleeping packet  in bounded from above by O(n)
time steps.

By Lemma 3.7, the non-sleeping packet  reaches
its destination in t = 65en time steps with probability at
least 1 e . Since consecutive time periods of length t
are independent, it is expected that packet  reaches its
destination within t=(1 e ) = O(n) time steps.
Proof.

Lemma 3.5. Let m < 12n. If an active packet  is deected, it will become excited and successfully be running to
its destination with probability at least p=2e.

By Theorem 3.4, after packet  becomes excited
it will successfully benrunning
to its destination with probability at least (1 p) m . With p = 1=16n and m < 12n,
and by applying Eqn. 1 we get

 n
(1 p) n m > 1 161n


 1e 1 161n
 21e :
Proof.

4 +

4 +

16

1

1

Theorem 3.9. If m < 12n, the expected total delivery
time for a packet  in bounded from above by O(n) time
steps.

When the packet  is injected in the network,
it starts out in the sleeping state. After 1=q expected time
in the network, packet  becomes active. By Lemma 3.8,
the active packet  reaches its destination in O(n) expected
time steps. Therefore, packet  reaches its destination in
1=q + O(n) = O(n) expected total time steps, as needed.
Proof.

3.2 The Good, the Bad, and the Basics

In this subsection we give several basic preliminaries for the
subsequent subsections.
We use the following standard \Cherno -type" tail inequality.
Theorem 3.10. Let X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xn be independent Poisson trials such that, for i = 1; : :P
: ; n, P r[Xi ] = pi , where
0 < pi < 1. Then, for  := E [ ni=1 Xi ] = Pni=1 pi , and
Æ > 0,

P r[X > (1 + Æ )] <



eÆ
(1 + Æ)(1+Æ)



:

Lemma 3.11. For any t  n, in t time steps, the probability to have more than 8qtn new non-sleeping packets with
destination in column x is less than 1=4qtn , for any x.

At any time step there are at most 4n packets
in the mesh. With probability q, a sleeping packet gets
active, with probability 1=n the random destination of a
newly injected (and now active) packet is column x.
In t time steps, we have at most 4tn chances that a sleeping
packet becomes active. The probability P to have not more
than 8qtn new active packets with destination column x can
be bounded with Theorem 3.10.qtnWith  qtn
= q=n 4tn = 4qtn
and Æ = 1 we have: P < (e=4) < 1=4 :
2

Proof.

2

2

4

Lemma 3.12. A de ected packet  enters the running state
(in the next steps) with probability at least 1=cn, with constant c := 22.

The de ected packet  becomes running only after it becomes excited, and then successfully follows the
rst link in the home run path. The de ected packet 
becomes excited with probability p. By Lemma 3.2, the
excited npacket  becomes running with probability at least
(1 p) . Using Eqn. 2, and since 0 < 4pn < 1, we have,

n
(1 p) n = 1 44pn
 1 4pn = 43 :
n
Subsequently, the de ected packet  becomes running with
probability at least p  3=4  1=cn:
Proof.

4

4

4

Lemma 3.13. During its lifetime, a packet  can interrupt at most 2n running packets.

Packet  can interrupt other running packets
only when it is running in the destination column. Let's
assume that the packet  is running. The rst location
where  can interrupt other running packets is at the node
where it turns to the destination node. Obviously, if packet
 interrupts another running packet when it turns, then 
successfully enters the destination column. After packet 
enters the destination column, then it reaches its destination without interruptions. Therefore, packet  has only one
Proof.

chance to interrupt other running packets, when it becomes
running and successfully enters the destination column for
the rst and last time.
Since the length of the destination column is n, packet 
can be in its destination column for at most n time steps.
In each of the nodes in the destination column,  can interrupt at most 2 other running packets that try to turn, one
arriving from the left and one from the right link. In total,
 interrupts at most 2n running packets.
Lemma 3.14. Let t the time period t = t0
t1 , where
t0 < t1 . Let x be a column such that at time t0 there are at
least non-sleeping packets with destination in column x.
Then, by time t1 at least of these non-sleeping packets will
be absorbed with probability at least 1 (1 1=cn)r , where
r := (
)(t=2 2n) 2 n:

First we compute the probability that at most
of the non-sleeping packets are absorbed in time period t,
so that at least
packets are not absorbed.
Let  be a packet that was non-sleeping at time t and still
not absorbed
at time t . Any of the de ections of  in the
rst t0 = (t 2n) to = t 2n steps could possibly excite ,
so that  could be running and reach its destination before
the end time period t. With Lemma 3.6, since
 is not
absorbed, it must have been0 de ected at least t0 =2 n +1 =
t=2 2n + 1 times, in the t time period. Since there are at
least
non-absorbed packets like , all of them together
have been de ected at least (
)(t=2 2n + 1) times.
With Lemma 3.13, the absorbed packets can together interrupt at most 2 n running packets. Therefore, in time
period t there were at most 2 n attempts to produce running packets from the
non-absorbed packets. A packet
can become running only after a de ection. Therefore, at
most 2 n de ections of the non-absorbed packets produced
running packets.
Combining the de ections, we have at least (
)(t=2
2n + 1) 2 n  r de ections of the non-absorbed packets
that did not produce running packets.
With Lemma 3.12, a de ected packet will fail to become running with probability at most 1 1=cn. All the r de ections
of the non-absorbed packets will fail to produce
running
packets with probability at most (1 1=cn)r . Therefore,
with at most this probability, at least a b packets were not
absorbed, or equivalently at most b packets were absorbed.
Subsequently, with probability at least 1 (1 1=cn)r , at
least b packets are absorbed.
Proof.

0

1

1

3.3 Good 2 Good

In this subsection we show that any column remains in good
condition for a long time (Corollary 3.19).
For the analysis, we divide the time in consecutive time periods, each of length 6n, and we examine the condition of a
column at the beginning of each time period.
By Lemma 3.11 we have:

3.15. In 6n time steps we will have less than
new non-sleeping packets with destination in a speci c
column x with probability at least 1 1=4n=4 , for any x.
Corollary

2n

Consider now the case where at time t column x is in a
good condition and at least 8n non-sleeping packets have
destinations in x. By Lemma 3.17, the number of packets
that are absorbed by time t is at least 2n with probability
at least
1 e 1n=c :
Subsequently, at time t the number of non-sleeping packets
with destinations in x will be less than 10n +2n 2n = 10n,
and column x remains in a good condition, with probability
at least
0

1

By Corollary 3.15, we have:
Corollary 3.16. Consider a time period of 6n time steps.
If at the beginning of the time period column x is in a good
condition, then, during the time period, the number of nonsleeping packets with destination in column x never exceeds
12n with probability at least 1 1=4n=4 .

2

1



Consider a time period of 6n time steps. If
at the beginning of the time period column x is in a good condition and at least 8n non-sleeping packets have destinations
in this column, then at least 2n of these packets will reach
their destinations within this time period with probability at
least
Lemma
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(By applying equation 2)
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By applying Lemma 3.14, with t = 6n, = 8n,
= 2n, we have that the desired probability is at least

 n n n= n n2
1
1 1
Proof.
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At time t we are in good condition. The probability for not being in good condition anymore at time
t = t + 6n is according to Theorem 3.18 less than P =
2n=c . Since this probability does not depend on the history
ofe the network, future probabilities are independent. Thus
the expected time
of being constantly in good condition is
6n  1=P = 3ne n=c = (nen ):
Proof.

2

1

 1 e n=c
(By applying equation 1)
2

1 e 2n=c :
2

Consider the time t = t + 6n. By Corollary
3.15, by that time the newly introduced non-sleeping packets
are at most 2n, with probability at least
1 4n=1 :
1

2

0

3.4 Bad 2 Good

In this subsection we show that if a column departs from the
good condition, then it returns back to the good condition
in very short expected time (Corollary 3.23).
Similar to Subsection 3.3, we examine the condition of a
column at the beginning of every time period of length 6n.

0

4

Consider rst the case where at time t column x is in a
good condition and the number of non-sleeping packets with
destinations in x are less than 8n. At time t , the number of
non-sleeping packets with destinations in x will be less than
8n + 2n = 10n, and column x remains in a good condition,
with probability at least
1 4n=1  1 e 2n=c :
0

Lemma 3.20. Consider a time period with 6n time steps.
If at the beginning of the time period the column x is in
bad condition (where at least 10n non-sleeping packets have
destinations in column x) then at least 3n of these packets
will be absorbed in this time period with probability at least

1 :
1 en=c

1

4

0

2

Theorem 3.18. If at time t0 , column x is in a good condition (where less than 10n non-sleeping packets have destinations in column x) then after time period 6n it will remain
in the good condition with probability at least

Proof.

Corollary 3.19. If a column is in good condition, it will
remain in good condition for expected time at least (nen ).

2

Proof.

By applying Lemma 3.14, with t = 6n, = 10n,

= 3n, we have that the desired probability is at least

 n n n= n n2
1 1 1
(10

cn

3 )(6

2 2 )

6

n
1 cn1

cnn=c
= 1 1 cn1
1 :
 1 en=c
(By applying equation 1)
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Consider the time period t = t t = 6n. By
Corollary 3.15, in this time period, the newly introduced
non-sleeping packets with destinations in column x are at
most 2n, with probability at least
1 4n=1 :
By Lemma 3.20, the number of these non-sleeping packets
that are absorbed in time period t is at least 3n, with probability at least
1 :
1 en=c
Subsequently, at time t the number of non-sleeping packets
will be at most + 2n 3n =
n, with probability at
least
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For k = 4n  4n 10, by time t0 + 24n2 , the non-sleeping
packets are less than 10n, with probability at least

2 4n  1 8n :
1 en=c
en=c

(By applying equation 2)

Corollary 3.23. If a column is in bad condition, it will
enter the good condition in expected time at most O(n2 ).

3.5 And now all together

In this subsection we combine all the results from the previous subsections and we show that any packet is delivered to
its destination in expected O(n) time under any conditions.
Corollary 3.24. Let the network be in a steady state.
Then, at a random time t, the probability that a speci c
column x is in good condition is 1 O(n=en ), for any column
x.

Corollary 3.19 says that a column remains in
good condition for expected time at least Egood = (nen ).
Corollary 3.23 says that the expected time to remain in bad
condition is at most Ebad = O(n ).
We have the following:
Egood
P rgood t!1 =
= 1 O(n=en ):
Egood + Ebad
Proof.

2

n=c

2 :
 1 en=c
(By applying equation 2)

Theorem 3.22. If at time t0 column x is in bad condition then in at most 24n2 time steps the column will reach
a good condition (where less than 10n non-sleeping packets
have destinations in column x) with probability at least

n:
1 e8n=c

At the worst case, at time t there are at most
4n non-sleeping packets with destinations in column x. By
Proof.
2

0

0

Lemma 3.21. If at time t0 column x is in bad condition
and (  10n) non-sleeping packets have destinations in
this column, then at time t1 = t0 + 6n the number of these
non-sleeping packets will be reduced to
n with probability
at least

Proof.

Lemma 3.21, at time t + 6n the number of these nonsleeping packets will be at most 4n n, with probability at
least
2 :
1 en=c
By applying Lemma 3.21 at most k times, we have that at
time t + 6kn the number of non-sleeping packets will be at
most 4n kn, with probability at least

k
1 2 :

0

We get our main result immediately:
Theorem 3.25. Let the network be in a steady state. If
a packet is injected into the network at a random time, the
expected delivery time is O(n), which is asymptotically optimal.

If the packet is injected when its destination column is in good condition, with Theorem 3.9 the expected
delivery time is O(n), as long as the column stays in good
condition for long enough time, which it does by Corollary
3.19. If the packet is injected when its destination column
is in bad condition or when the column is not in good condition for long enough time, by Corollary 3.23 we have to
Proof.

wait O(n ) time until the network is in good condition for
a long enough time again.
With Corollary 3.24 we know that with very high probability, the rst is true. The Theorem follows.
2

4.

PACKET INJECTION

In our algorithm, the packets can be injected into the network whenever there are free links, and we have proven in
the previous section that even with this very liberal injection
policy, the expected delivery time of a packet is asymptotically optimum.
In this section, we show that there actually are free links
every now and then, at any node. In other words, will show
that a speci c node u can inject a new packet every O(n)
expected time in the worst case, which is also asymptotically
optimum.
If all nodes inject packets whenever they have free links, the
desired result follows naturally: there are O(n ) packets in
the network and from Theorem 3.25 we immediately know
that in O(n) time an expected number of O(n ) of these
packets are delivered. Since destinations are random, O(1)
of the delivered packets are routed to node u. So every
O(n) expected time slot, node u absorbs a packet from the
network. In the following time step node u has a guaranteed
free link and can itself inject a new packet into the network.
However, we don't want to make any assumptions on the
injection behavior of other nodes in the network. Paradoxically, it is more diÆcult to show that there is a free link
every now and then, when other nodes do not use every free
link to inject a packet. One could say that from a worst case
point of view the network behaves best if it is fully loaded, a
paradox called non-monotonicity which is known for routing
and thoroughly studied in [11].
Indeed, it can be shown to be impossible to give a worst-case
injection guarantee without further precautions. Let u be a
node in the mesh and let V be the set of (up to four) direct
neighbors of u. Assume that at each step the nodes in V
inject as many new packets into the network as they have
free links, which is up to 16. All other nodes in the network
are completely passive and do not inject any packets at all.
Then node u will be completely jammed, only by the traÆc
generated at the neighbor nodes V . Since the nodes in V
only inject O(1) packets per time step (and destinations are
random), node u must wait an expected number of O(n )
time steps to receive one of these packets with destination
itself. Therefore, node u's time to wait for a free link is
worse than in the case described above, where all (other)
nodes inject a new packet into the network whenever they
have free links.
In order to have both, the liberal injection policy (nodes
can inject a new packet whenever there is a free link), and
the worst-case upper bound (the time between two free links
for a speci c node is upper bounded by O(n)) we use the
following simple trick:
2

2

2

When the network is initialized, at step 0, all the
links are free and all nodes can inject up to four

packets. We demand the nodes to mark one of
their packets with a \replace" ag. If at step
0 a node does not want to inject a packet, the
node must inject an empty (but agged) packet
into the network. An empty packet behaves exactly like a standard packet (also with a random
destination), but doesn't carry any information.
Later, upon receiving a agged packet, nodes
must inject a agged packet again (if no real
packet is available, an empty packet must be injected instead). Therefore we always have exactly n agged packets in the network. With
the same argumentation as above these packets
will make sure that each node receives a free link
every O(n) time step. And we still have about
3n free links in the network that can be used by
any node if there is not so much traÆc.
2

2

With the above trick, a constant fraction of the bandwidth
of the network may be used by empty agged packets. However, we have (many) empty packets only when the overall
traÆc in the network is low. As soon as traÆc in the network picks up, the empty packets will be replaced by real
ones quickly and do not a ect the overall performance. In
the extreme case where all nodes have packets to inject there
will be no empty packets that a ect the bandwidth of the
network.
From the above, we have the desired result:
Theorem 4.1. In the worst case, still any node can inject
a new packet in O(n) expected time.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented the rst dynamic hot-potato routing algorithm which doesn't use any explicit ow control mechanism.
Without ow control packets can be injected whenever there
are free links, and therefore the network capacity is exploited
to its maximum. Although our algorithm doesn't use ow
control, the analysis shows that the expected delivery time
for a packet is O(n), and in the worst case a node obtains
a free link, and can inject a packet, every O(n) time steps.
Both measures are optimal up to a constant factor.
The network we studied in this paper is the n  n mesh. Our
analysis can be trivially extended to the two-dimensional
n  n torus (actually, in the torus the expression constants
are improved because the maximum distance between any
pair of nodes is n 1, which is smaller than the maximum
distance 2n 2 in the mesh). An interesting open problem
is to extend the analysis of our algorithms to other kinds of
network topologies.
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